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Real time traffic occurrence recognition is decisive for mounting safety and mobility on freeways. 
Numerous incident recognition approaches are presented based on traffic activities or geometric 
models proposed for better sequential mining tasks. Nevertheless, former incident recognition 
methods are restricted in distinguishing persistent and non-persistent congestions. The difficulty of 
present techniques makes them inadequate to hold the genuine time task. The previous work 
described the process of identify similarity among two sequences of finger print images alter in time 
or speed can be applied to video, audio, and graphics with linear representation. In the second phase 
of the work, evaluation made on spatial and temporal information are measured to identify the 
possible incidents. In this paper, a novel approach for identifying incidents is proposed. Unlike from 
conventional traffic occurrence recognition methods, both spatial and temporal information are 
measured to discover the probable incidents. In the meantime, adaptive learning capability and short 
recognition response time are attained in the novel method. To examine the high dimensional 
transfer data, Mahalanobis distance is processed to determine possible incidents consistent with the 
traffic outline. Lifeline style recognition and revelation is employed to present instinctive user 
interface. Methodology examination and preface assessment have been achieved to authenticate the 
recognition efficiency on the integrated traffic revelation system. A real-time spatial-temporal 
pattern mining technique, especially for the data traffic and fast response time is attained by 
utilizing active identification approach. A set of tests have been conducted in real system to validate 
the effectiveness and efficiency of traffic occurrence detection using spatio temporal data mining 
approach [TODSTD]. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

  

 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Revises on hauling congestions have revealed that, freeway 
occurrences basis roughly 60 percent of all city freeway delays 
in the United States. By itself, precise and quick traffic 
occurrence detection is serious for reducing traffic delays and 
mounting safety. There are two main practices of routine 
incident recognition in a traffic organization system. The 
primary is to sign the transmission of crisis crews for medical 
sustain, obstacle exclusion, and universal safety preservation; 
the subsequent is to present practical information to the 
steering organization system to preserve and optimize system-
wide presentation. As traffic data streams appear in differs of 
speed with huge amount, rapid and consistent automatic 
recognition of traffic incidents develops into a key concern in 
running freeway systems. 
 

The traffic occurrence recognition problem can be analyzed as 
identifying occurrence patterns from practical data series 
attained from loop detectors. A number of event recognition 

algorithms have been organized over the precedent three 
decades. The chief difficulties of previous algorithms are their 
unpredictability in distinguishing among persistent and non-
persistent jamming events ensuing in a tall false alarm rate. In 
current years, computational intellect techniques counting 
evolutionary computing, neural-computing, wavelet 
examination, and fuzzy logic have been engaged to resolve the 
composite and precisely intractable occurrence recognition 
problems. 
 

Data established from detectors on the freeway are not only 
chronological associated but also contain spatial features in 
life. For instance, detectors on a freeway can be pleasured as 
points on a immediate line. To switch these data, a novel event 
detecting technique is planned in this paper to present a real-
time spatial-temporal prototype mining approach, especially for 
the traffic data. Mahalanobis distance is practical to believe 
covariance of the detector stations all along the expressway, 
and beside the time line. In count, an explicit crossing point is 
intended to exhibit the real-time occurrence alarm stage and 
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gather feedbacks for adaptive amendment of the system. An 
incrementally knowledge technique is proposed additionally to 
remain the chronological traffic representation up-to-date. 
 

An incrementally knowledge technique is proposed in addition 
to remain the chronological traffic representation up-to-date. 
Proposed occurrence recognition is executed supported on the 
existing AITVS (superior Interactive Traffic revelation System) 
to achieve real-time occurrence recognition on Interstate 66. 
The main assistance of this event recognition approach are 
planned as below: 1) Detect both spatial and temporal 
information, 2) Association of traffic data among stations and 
time slots are calculated, 3) Real-time link style revelation is 
offered for efficient navigation. 
 

In this paper, a novel approach for identifying incidents is 
proposed. Unlike from conventional traffic occurrence 
recognition methods, both spatial and temporal information are 
measured to discover the probable incidents. In the meantime, 
adaptive learning capability and short recognition response 
time are attained in the novel method. To examine the high 
dimensional transfer data, Mahalanobis distance is processed to 
determine possible incidents consistent with the traffic outline. 
Lifeline style recognition and revelation is employed to present 
instinctive user interface. Methodology examination and 
preface assessment have been achieved to authenticate the 
recognition efficiency on the integrated traffic revelation 
system. 
 

Literature Review 
 

Consistent with the method necessities, Vehicle  recognition  
scheme supported on twice initiation loops has been 
considered. 
 

Control component of traffic recognition system considered 
with the center of traffic data. And the purpose of each 
hardware unit has been examined. For awful research 
atmosphere and a variety of intervention factors, anti-
interference procedures have been measured and established 
into software and hardware plan. The major purpose of 
the traffic recognition system [1] is to observe the velocity, the 
course, the vehicle kind and the lane tenancy of the motor 
vehicles.  
 

Each year, traffic jamming and traffic disasters have been 
quickly mounting in amount to growing number of vehicles. 
Nevertheless, as the data collected from junctions have 
incompleteness, ambiguity and complex causal addiction 
among them, build possibility based networks [2] which 
compute based on the possibility for accurate 
accident recognition. 
 

Robust and consistent traffic observation system is a vital 
requirement to look up traffic management.  In [3], presented 
a traffic observation system for motor vehicle recognition and 
including. In [4], author presented a self-diagnosing intellectual 
highway observation system and intends efficient answers for 
both hours of daylight and of the night traffic observation. In 
built-up areas, crowded traffic outcomes in a huge number of 
accidents at less speeds. The paper [5] explains a precise and 
rapid driver-assistance system (DAS) that notices barriers and 
advises the driver in progress of probable crashes in such a 
crammed traffic atmosphere. Traffic information achievement 
[6] is frequently realized by video cameras or inductive loops, 

which is exclusive or not convenient from system and 
preservation viewpoints. 
 

The author presented method [7] recognizes vehicles by 
noticing and establishing vehicle headlights and rear light 
utilizing image segmentation and prototype examination 
techniques.  In [8], proposed a method supported random 
matrix theory (RMT) for the recognition of network 
extensive traffic prototype. For identifying and monitoring 
vehicles in nocturnal traffic prospect for traffic observation, the 
author presented method [9] recognizes vehicles supports 
identifying and establishing vehicle headlights [10] and rear 
light by utilizing the techniques of image 
segmentation and pattern study. 
 

Traffic management system is proficiently designed to 
recognize the traffic events occurring in the image 
segmentation [11] with Dynamic Time warping algorithm [12]. 
In this work, we planned to evaluate the spatial and temporal 
information to identify the possible incidents occurred in the 
spatial database. 
 

Proposed Traffic Occurrence Detection Using Spatio 
Temporal Data Mining 
 

The proposed traffic occurrence detection using spatio 
temporal data mining approach comprises spatial-temporal data 
mining and revelation components. To identify incidents in the 
traffic streams, the proposed TODSTD will produce spatial-
temporal traffic representations for every day-of-week 
supported on speed, amount, or possession. After that, the 
proposed work recognizes the outliers supported on contrasting 
real time traffic data with the chronological models. The traffic 
representation is termed as the characteristic day-of-week 
traffic data with incremental knowledge capability. The outlier 
will be envisaged to demonstrate the alarm altitude, location, 
and time. The architecture diagram of the proposed traffic 
occurrence detection using spatio temporal data mining 
approach is shown in fig 3.1. 
 

 
 

Fig 3.1 Architecture diagram of the proposed TODSTD 
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Allowing for the association of the detector stations beside the 
expressway and the association all along the time line in 
mining procedure, Mahalanobis distance is utilized.  
Mahalanobis distance mainly used to determine the distinction 
between traffic data. It is finer to Euclidean distance since it 
records for varieties of suitability and recompenses for 
enslavements among variables. Mahalanobis distance D among 
sample data S and data model μ is termed as





1

)()(  SS T , where Σ is the variance-covariance 

template of S and μ. For example, when present traffic is 
contrast with traffic model, S is the vector of habitation of all 
stations on present time period, and μ is the analogous feature 
in model with similar time distance. A significant disposition of 
Mahalabobis distance is that when S pursues multivariate 
normal allocation, D will follow Chi2 allocation. This quality 
assists to recognize the probability of incidence of a data point, 
which will be utilized to decide the outlier ness. Users are 
permitted to present feedbacks to authenticate the accuracy of 
outlier (incident) discovery. The comment assists to process the 
representation and progress the accurateness of recognition.  
 

Traffic Incidence Recognition Process 
 

The traffic incident discovery process can be splitted into four 
steps and it is shown in fig 3.2 as planned below. 
 

 
 

Fig 3.2 Traffic incidence discovery process 
 

Step 1: Data Clean & Preparation 
 

At first, the unrefined data repossessed from traffic detectors 
will be cleaned and prepared for the pulling out phase. As the 
data established from loop detectors encloses sound and 
mislaid values based by breakdown of the detector or 
communication problems, a data concentrated effort must be 
achieved to recognize and eliminate these data to guarantee the 
data superiority. Alternatively, the projected traffic daily 
representations are diverse from weekdays to weekends. Civic 
holidays also contain exclusive traffic prototypes. 
Consequently, a classification is desired to divide the traffic 
data into diverse weekdays and weekends. To review this task, 
three subtasks are planned as follows: 
 

1. Examine the database and recognize the nonstandard 
records from failure detectors. 

2. Mark the records of communal holidays. 
3. Classify data of dissimilar weekdays and weekends by 

constructing split data views. 
 

Step 2: Traffic Model Generation 
 

In the model creation job, traffic data on diverse weekdays will 
be examined to create traffic representations correspondingly. 
While producing the model, some non-recursive events in the 
sanitary data sets, which emerged to be outliers, must be 
unconcerned to purify the traffic models. Provisional models 

will be considered as the standard of chronological traffic data. 
For instance, standard speed charge at 12 PM on chronological 
days of station x will be employed as the speed at 12 PM on 
day of station x in the representation. Having the provisional 
model, Mahalanobis distance will be considered among the 
station-daily values in representation and in chronological data 
samples. When the Mahalanobis distance D is greater than a 
preset threshold d1, the analogous chronological station-daily 
example will be unconcerned from the model. After eradicating 
all the outliers, the ending traffic representations will be 
produced as the standard of the enduring chronological data.  
 

Three Steps are Planned to Review this Process 
 

1. Compute the mean value for each traffic data vision for 
diverse weekdays and weekends. 

2. Establish the incidents in chronological data utilizing 
Mahalanobis distance to. 

3. Calculate the mean value after eradicating the outliers 
for daily-station traffic data vision as the ultimate 
models. 

 

Step 3: Detecting Incidents 
 

The third task is to determine possible incidents based on the 
traffic representation. The traffic data, which is reorganized 
each five minutes, is composed from the round detectors and 
unsoiled in runtime. Traffic recognition will be achieved by 
computing the Mahalanobis distance among real-time data and 
the equivalent time slot in the traffic representation. If the 
distance D is greater than threshold T, a potential incident will 
be recognized and a definite level of alarm will be accounted to 
the traffic hand. In case that the probable events have been 
identified in uninterrupted time slots, which specifies the high 
potentiality of genuine event, the alarm level will amplify to a 
confident value AL(t), in which t represents the consecutive 
time slots t. When no potential incidents are identified, the 
alarm level will reduce until it achieves the secure level. The 
subsequent steps review the incident recognition task. 
 

1. Compute the Mahalanobis distance with the consequent 
vector, using the traffic data for all stations at time 
interval as a vector. 

2. If the distance is greater than T, which can be 
determined by the unspecified allocation of 
Mahalanobis distance, there could be a potential event 
happens at that time point. 

3. If successive probable incident happens in t time slots, 
the alarm level raises to AL(t). 

 

Step 4: Incremental Learning Model 
 

The system requires the ability to vigorously study from 
arriving traffic data to be flexible to situation alteration, for 
instance region development and road construction. The 
incessantly approaching traffic data with no precise incidents 
will be employed to delight the representation. After 
identifying the incident, user’s feedbacks on recognition 
precision will be composed. If the potential incident is 
confirmed as a accurate incident, the traffic data composed 
through the incident period will not be utilized in the 
representation. By integrating the novel traffic data into the 
unique representation, the traffic form will be rationalized. The 
principle to compute each novel daily-station traffic model 
new_DS is termed as
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datanewfDSoldfDSnew __)1(_  , 

where fading factor f is in (0, 1). The value of f establishes the 
knowledge rate of the traffic representation. 
 

To achieve discovery in real-time, the variance-covariance 
matrices for every time slot should be considered earlier, since 
it is the most time-consuming process and would holdup the 
reaction of recognition if being designed on command. 
Consequently, when producing the simplified traffic 
representation, the variance-covariance matrices should be 
considered as well. Both the matrices and traffic representation 
will be stored for more event detection. These steps are 
reviewed as follows. 
 

1. Compute the mean value of the subsisted model and the 
novel data with a fading factor f (0<f<1) as the novel 
model. 

2. Calculate the matrices for both time points so as to 
analyze the Mahalonobis distance. 

3. Store the representation and matrixes. 
 

In the proposed TODSTD technique, the value of the 
parameters will seriously crash the efficiency of recognition. 
Specifically, these parameters are, distance thresholds t1 and 
t2, alarm level function LF(t), and fading factor f. Their values 
with their blows for incident recognition will be conversed in 
this section. 
 

There are two distance thresholds used in the recognition 
procedure. Distance threshold t1 is employed to recognize the 
outliers when primarily producing the traffic model; t2 is 
employed to establish the probable incidents in real-time 
recognition. Then Mahalanobis distance uses Chi2 distribution, 
t1 and t2 can be allocated using the prospect of incident 
happening. Imagine there would be 5% of the days in which 
events would happen in definite station, t1 can be dispensed 
with the value which has the thickness of 95% Chi2 dispersed 
variable with the amount of freedom. For distance threshold t2,  
there will be 2% of the instance slot in a definite weekday or 
weekend in which events would happen, t2 can be termed as 
the value for range of 98% Chi2 distributed variable with 
freedom degree as number of stations on the direction. Alarm 
level function LF(t) produces a lifeline style illustration to the 
principle degree of event. When a probable incident is 
happened at first, a low initial alarm level LF(1) will be 
dispensed. Once the event is noticed in t time slots, the alarm 
level will raise to LF(t), in anticipation of attains a restriction 
(AL is sorted from 0 to 100). To recapitulate the above said 
process, definition of LF(t) is given as: 
 

  LF (t) = Min (LF (t-1) + k, 100), when event noticed 
in time slot t; 

  LF (t) = Max (LF (t-1) – k, 0), when no event noticed 
in time slot t. 

 

As a result, LF (t) will differ from 0 to 100, and superior value 
specifies more potentiality to be an event. Constant k might 
organize the rising and falling rate of LF (t). Fading factor f is 
employed to decide the knowledge rate of the traffic 
representation. The value of f should be reliable to the traffic 
atmosphere. If the traffic situation is varying quickly owing to 
road structures, routing procedures, and weather conditions, f 
should be dispensed a moderately high value to reproduce on a 
short term collision. Or else, f can be little to construct the 

model moderately steady for a long term representation. Using 
fading factor f, knowledge rate can be suitably processed. For 
instance, if we are planning to chiefly judge the traffic data of 
the most current 10 weeks, we can describe f to construct the 
data of 11th current week give less than a definite minute part 
in the traffic representation. 
 

Experimental Evaluation 
 

The proposed traffic occurrence detection using spatio 
temporal data mining approach is efficiently designed to 
perform the detection of traffic data and is implemeted in Java. 
Experimental examination and preliminary process have been 
done to estimate the detection efficiency on the traffic using 
proposed traffic occurrence detection using spatio temporal 
data mining approach. A real-time spatial-temporal pattern 
mining technqiue, specifically for the traffic data and fast 
response time is processed using active identification 
technique. A set of tests have been conducted in real system to 
validate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed 
TODSTD approach. An evaluation made on spatial and 
temporal information are measured to identify the possible 
incident. Nevertheless spatial database identification is diverse 
from conventional traffic occurrence identification methods. To 
examine the high dimensional traffic data, Mahalanobis 
distance is used to identify possible events with respect to the 
traffic pattern. The performance of the proposed traffic 
occurrence detection using spatio temporal data mining 
approach is measured in terms of 
 

1. Tolerance 
2. Effectiveness 
3. Response time 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

We implemented the spatial-temporal event recognition section 
in Java. Based on the proposed TODSTD system, a spatial 
chronological data mining constituent, user response utility and 
the analogous visualization are employed for event recognition 
assignment. Data fusing and organizing is achieved in this 
examination to fresh and combine the data previous to hoard 
them into traffic database. A data processing unit, which 
comprises spatial data representation and spatial-temporal 
mining utility, is employed to categorize the traffic data, and to 
determine intrinsic models from traffic records. Comapred to 
an existing Defending Against Fingerprint-Copy Attack in 
Sensor-Based Camera Identification (DFC) and DTW, the 
proposed TODSTD efficiently designed for event recognition 
system. The below table and graph describes the performance 
of the proposed TODSTD to detect traffic data occurrence. 
 

Table 5.1 Mile post vs. Tolrenance level 
 

Mile post 
Tolerance level 

Proposed 
TODSTD 

DTW Existing DFC 

47.4 10 15 20 
50.4 16 20 30 
53.2 14 18 25 
55.7 18 20 32 
58.3 19 25 35 

 
 
The above table (table 5.1) describes the tolerance level of the 
traffic data based on the mile post specified. The tolrenace 
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level of the proposed traffic occurrence detection using spatio 
temporal data mining approach is compared with an existing 
Defending Against Fingerprint-Copy Attack in Sensor-Based 
Camera Identification and DTW. 
 

 
 

Fig 5.1 Mile post vs. Tolrenance level 

 
Fig 5.1 describes the tolerance level of the traffic data based on 
the mile post specified. Tolerance is the maximum series of 
distinction that can be permitted i.e., it specified how much 
fault in the response is happening or is suitable. In a sequence 
of tests, the system replies small alarm points on various 
noises, i.e., light and non-persistent congestions, and exceeds 
the persistent congestions. Based on the mile post distance, the 
traffic data is analyzed and processed. In the proposed 
TODSTD, the tolerance level of the traffic is less since it 
followed the adaptive learning ability and short detection 
response time. To determine the high dimensional traffic data, 
mahalanobis distance is used to identify the potential events 
hapenning according to the traffic pattern. In DTW, based on 
the activity time of the data, the data has been processed but 
consumes more tolerance level. Compared to an existing DFC 
and DTW, the proposed traffic occurrence detection using 
spatio temporal data mining approach consumes less tolerance 
level and the variance is 25-35% low in the proposed 
TODSTD.  
 

Table 5.2 Traffic data vs. Effectiveness 
 

Traffic 
data 

Effectiveness 
Proposed 
TODSTD 

DTW 
Existing 

DFC 
10 30 25 10 
20 45 35 20 
30 60 43 15 
40 54 50 19 
50 68 45 23 

 

The above table (table 5.2) describes the effectiveness of the 
traffic management based on the traffic data obtained. The 
effectiveness of the proposed traffic occurrence detection using 
spatio temporal data mining approach is compared with an 
existing Defending Against Fingerprint-Copy Attack in Sensor-
Based Camera Identification and DTW. 

 
 

Fig 5.2 Traffic data vs. Effectiveness 
 

Fig 5.2 describes the the effectiveness of the traffic 
management based on the traffic data obtained in spatial and 
temporal information. The system provides peak fright levels 
(100%) to all the seven identified genuine incidents. In 
circumstances other than events in our tentative cases, the 
fright level not at all beats 80%, while is reserved from 0% to 
30% in a large amount of the time. Compared to an existing 
Defending Against Fingerprint-Copy Attack in Sensor-Based 
Camera Identification and DTW, the proposed TODSTD 
provides a better efficiency in terms of maintaining the high 
dimensional traffic data. The proposed TODSTD reliably 
identified the genuine incidents occurring in the traffic 
occurrences and the variance is 30-40% high in it.  
 

Table 5.3 Traffic data vs. response time 
 

Traffic 
data 

Response time (secs) 
Proposed 
TODSTD 

DTW 
Existing 

DFC 
10 2.4 5.4 6.8 
20 3.1 6.2 8.4 
30 5.4 6.9 9.6 
40 4.2 7.3 10.3 
50 5.9 7.12 11.5 

 

The above table (table 5.3 describes the response time of the 
propsoed TODSTD based on the traffic data obtained. The 
response time of the proposed traffic occurrence detection 
using spatio temporal data mining approach is compared with 
an existing Defending Against Fingerprint-Copy Attack in 
Sensor-Based Camera Identification and DTW. 
 

 
 

Fig 5.3 Traffic data vs. response time 
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Fig 5.3 describes the response time based on the queries 
obtained for retrieving the traffic data. In the experiments, no 
further response time for recognition and revelation is vital, 
except for the time to freight a fixed web page in browser, i.e., 
typically fewer than 3 seconds (based on the network). The 
main cause is that there is a conditions series doing the real-
time recognition and depicting the plans all the time. When the 
traffic incidence recognition results are demanded from the 
web, an analogous HTML page will exhibit the newly 
concluded charts. Consequently, the response time is only 
based on the network link. In addition, the perceiving program 
regularly concludes spotting for one time period and depicts the 
charts in roughly one second. Performing the tests on identified 
events, our approach demonstrates its effectiveness, and the 
capability to hold real time and noise data in genuine traffic 
organization system. 
 

Finally it is being observed that the proposed work is 
effiicently identified the possible incidents occurring in the 
spatial and temporal features of the given image. Mahalanobis 
distance measure is used to determine the high dimensional 
data traffic structure obtained in the spatial database.   
 

CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, we suggest a novel technique to recognize event 
in real time. It is supported on spatial-temporal data vision and 
relates Mahalanobis distance to believe the association of 
traffic data from adjoining stations and uninterrupted time 
slots. A support to method alarm point for events is 
implemented to sustain efficient data navigation. Our proposed 
TODSTD approach employs user feedback to sustain learning 
capability. Furthermore, fast response time is attained by 
utilizing vigorous recognition strategy. A set of experiments 
have been examined in genuine system to authenticate the 
efficiency and competence of the proposed TODSTD approach. 
The proposed TODSTD approach can also be used to other 
applications which believe both chronological and spatial 
features, such as weather monitoring and disease control. 
Experimental results showed that the proposed novel technique 
reliably identified the incidents occurring in the traffic data 
system both in the spatial and temporal features of the given 
fingerprint image.  
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